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THE NEST SUBGROUPS OF KLEINIAN GROUPS

BY

TAKEHIKO SASAKI

Abstract. The residual limit points of finitely generated Kleinian groups are

classified into two types: the first kind and the second kind. To each point of the

second kind, Abikoff associated a web subgroup. We shall classify the points of the

first kind into two types and associate to each point of one type a finitely generated

subgroup, the nest subgroup. To the points of the other type we shall give a

significance showing that they are important for the sets of generators.

Introduction. In his study of the residual limit sets of Kleinian groups, Abikoff,

who is a pioneer in this direction, classified the residual limit points into two types,

the first kind and the second kind, and then associated to each point of the second

kind a subgroup and called it the web subgroup [1]. Later, Abikoff and Maskit [2]

decomposed the finitely generated Kleinian groups into three kinds of subgroups:

elementary, totally degenerate and web groups. The original groups may then be

reconstructed from these groups by combination theorems. They also showed that

web subgroups are web groups. Though the definition of the web groups is made by

a property of component subgroups, in the case of the appearance of the residual

limit points it is characterized by the property that the residual limit set consists of

the points of the second kind only [3]. From the point of view of this characteriza-

tion of the web groups, the nest groups are diametrically opposite, that is, the groups

having the property that the residual limit set consists of the points of the first kind

only [7]. In this article we shall associate to certain residual limit points of the first

kind subgroups, which we shall call nest subgroups, as Abikoff did for web

subgroups, and then show that nest subgroups are nest groups. The nest subgroups

which we are going to define do not associate to all the residual limit points of the

first kind, but to those which are characterized by separators of the special type. So

we begin this article by classifying separators and then classifying the residual limit

points into three types in §1. Under this classification of the residual limit points a

theorem in [6] concerning the minimal sets of generators is refined in §6. In §§2-5

we define the nest subgroups and show they are nest groups.

I would like to express my gratitude to the referee for his informative advice.

1. Preliminaries and a new classification of the residual limit points. Let G be a

finitely generated Kleinian group, and denote by ß(G) and A(G) the region of

discontinuity and the limit set of G, respectively. A component of ñ(G) is called a
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component of G. A point p of A(G) is called a residual limit point if there is no

component of G on whose boundary p lies. The set of all such points is called the

residual limit set of G and is denoted by A0(G). If G is neither a function group nor

a Z2-extension of a quasi-Fuchsian group, then A0(G) is not empty [1, 6]. Let A be a

component of G. The component subgroup GA is the stabilizer of A in G, and it is

well known that GA is finitely generated. The boundary of each component of

C\(A(GA) U A) is called a separator of G, where C = C U (oo}. Each separator of

G is a quasicircle contained in A(G). Let a be a separator of G and let Ex and E2 he

sets of C not contained in a. We say that o separates Ex from E2 if Ex lies in the

closure of one component of C\a and E2 lies in the closure of the other component

of C\o\ Let a be a separator lying on 3A, the boundary of A, and let E he an

arbitrary set in C separated from A by a. Then the auxiliary domain of A relative to

E is the component of C\a containing A and is denoted by D(A, E). The following

are the fundamental properties of separators [1, 4].

Proposition 1.1. Separators do not cross each other.

Proposition 1.2. Separators form a null sequence with respect to the spherical

metric.

A sequence of separators {an} is called a nest sequence if, for each n, an separates

o"„_, from an+x. Let p he a point of A0(G). If there is a nest sequence of separators

converging to p, then p is called a point of the first kind. Otherwise, p is called a

point of the second kind. The sets of the residual limit points of the first and second

kinds are denoted by LX(G) and L2(G), respectively.

Now we introduce a new classification of the residual limit points by the following

classification of separators. It is shown in [5] that for each separator of G there are at

most two components of G on whose boundaries it lies. So we classify the separators

into two types: a separator a is of web type if a lies on the boundary of a single

component of G; a is of nest type if a lies on the boundaries of two components of

G. Now, let p he a point of A0(G). We say that p is of web kind if there is no nest

sequence of separators converging to p; p is of the nest kind if p is not of the web

kind and if there is no nest sequence of separators of web type converging to p; p is

of the general kind if p is neither of the web kind nor of the nest kind. We denote the

sets of the residual limit points of the web, nest and general kinds by LW(G), Ln(G)

and L„(G), respectively. The relation between the Abikoff and the new classifica-

tions is the following.

LX(G) = Ln(G) + Lg(G)    and   L2(G) = LW(G).

A finitely generated Kleinian group is called a web group if each component

subgroup is quasi-Fuchsian [2]. The web subgroup W — W(p) of a residual limit

point of the second kind p is a subgroup of G constructed as follows [1]: Let

q G Q(G) and let S(q, p) he the set of all the separators of G which separatep from

q. Then there exists a separator s(q, p) in S(q, p) such that there is no separator in

S(q, p), except for s(q, p), which lies in the closure of the component of C\s(q, p)

containing p. This separator is called a maximal separator and we set Wl(p) =

{s(q, p) | q G ß(G)}. Then W is the stabilizer of $(/?) in G, where <b(p) is the
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closure of the set Tl(p) and is called the web of p. It is shown in [2] that the web

subgroup of each point of L2(G) is a web group. A finitely generated Kleinian group

with the nonempty residual limit set is called a nest group if each residual limit point

is of the first kind [7]. By our classifications of separators and residual limit points, a

characterization of these two groups is given as follows.

Proposition 1.3. Let G be a finitely generated Kleinian group with A0(G) ¥= 0.

Then (i)-(iii) are equivalent.

(i) G is a web group;

(ii) A0(G) = LJG); and

(iii) Lg(G) = 0 and each separator of G is of web type.

Further (iv)-(vi) are equivalent.

(iv) G is a nest group;

(v) A0(G) = L„(G); and

(vi) each separator of G is of nest type.

Proof, (i) «=> (ii) is shown in [3].

(i) and (ii) => (iii). Since A0(G) = LW(G), then Lg(G) = 0. If there is a separator

of nest type a, then both components of C\o must be components of G by (i). Hence

A(G) = a. This contradicts the assumption that A0(G) ¥^ 0. Hence each separator

of G is of web type. Thus we have (iii).

(iii) =» (ii). Since Lg(G) = 0, we have A0(G) = Ln(G) + LW(G). Since each sep-

arator of G is of web type, there is no nest sequence of separators of nest type.

Hence Ln(G) = 0. Thus we have (ii).

The equivalence of (iv) and (vi) is shown in [7]. It is clear from the definition of

nest groups that (v) =* (iv).

Lastly we show that (iv) and (vi) => (v). Since (iv) => LW(G) = 0 and (vi) => Lg(G)

= 0, A0(G) = Ln(G). Hence we have (v).   Q.E.D.

The following gives us a reason why we use the terminology of web type.

Lemma 1.4. Let G be a finitely generated Kleinian group with A0(G) ¥= 0. // there

is a separator of web type a, then there is a point p of LW(G) such that a is a separator

of the web subgroup W( p ).

Proof. Lemma 1.4 is proved implicitly in the proof of Theorem 4 in [7]. For the

sake of completeness we outline it. Let A be the component of G on whose boundary

a lies. Let {ak} be a list of the separators for G not lying in 3A and not separated

from a by another separator. Clearly $ = Uk ak is a web of some point p G LW(G)

and a is a separator for W(p) = G<¡,.

The following is implicit in Abikoff [1].

Proposition 1.5. Let W — W(p) be the web subgroup of p,p E LW(G). Then

(i)A0(W)CLw(G)and

(ii) each separator of W is a separator of web type of G.

2. Nest ^(p). Let G be a finitely generated Kleinian group with Ln(G) ¥= 0.

Assuming that G is not a nest group, we shall associate to each point of Ln(G) a
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proper subgroup of G. As the first step of this we define an invariant set 'i'(p) of the

subgroup.

Let p E Ln(G). By our assumption that A0(G) D Ln(G) =£ 0, we see by Proposi-
té

tion 1.3 that LW(G) ¥^ 0. Let q be a point of LW(G). Then there are separators of

web type separating p from q. For example, the boundary of the component of the

web subgroup of q containing p is such a separator. By Proposition 1.2 and by the

choice of p and q, the number of such separators is finite. We denote by a(q, p) the

nearest one top, that is, a(q, p) is a separator of web type separating/? from q such

that the component of C\a(q, p) containing p does not intersect any separator of

web type separating p from q. We put M(p) = {o(q, p)\q E LW(G)} and define

ty( p) to be the closure of the set M(p). We shall call ^(p) the nest of p.

Remark. In general, to a point q of fi(G) there does not correspond a(q, p).

Hence in the construction of M(p) we must restrict q to be in LW(G). The validity of

a name, the nest of p, will be given by Theorems 3.5 and 5.4.

Now we shall investigate some properties of nests.

Proposition 2.1. p E ^(p).

Proof. Since LW(G) is an invariant set of the nonelementary discrete group G,

there is a sequence {qn} of points of LW(G) converging to p. By Proposition 1.2 the

sequence {a(qn, p)} of the separators of M(p) converges topsopE'if(p).

Proposition 2.2. Let px and p2 be points of Ln(G). Then ^(px) = <k(p2) iff there

is no separator of web type separating px from p2.

Proof. Necessity. Assume there is a separator of web type a separating p, from

p2. Then M(px) (and hence also <k(px)) lies in the closure of the component of C\a

containingp,. On the other hand,p2 lies in the component C\a not containing/?,, so

p2 (£ ^(px). Hence we have by Proposition 2.1 that ty(px) ¥= ty(p2).

Sufficiency. Let q E LW(G). Since a(q, px) is of web type, it does not separate px

from p2, so a(q, px) separates p2 from q. We assert that a(q,px) G M(p2). If

a(q> P\) ^ °(#> Pi\ m^n a(q, p2) must lie in the closure of the component of

C\a(q, px) containingp,. Since a(q, p2) is of web type, it does not separatepx from

p2. Hence a(q, p2) separates px from a(q, /?,). This contradicts that a(q, px) E

M(px). Thus we have our assertion that a(q, px) E M(p2) so M(p,) C M(p2).

Similarly, M(p2) E M(px) so M(px) = M(p2). Hence *(/>,) = ¥(/>2).    Q.E.D.

We denote by c(q, p) the component of C\a(q, p) containing q and put C(p) =

{c(q;p)\qELw(G)}.

Proposition 2.3. c(q, p) is a component o/C\^(/a).

Proof. Since each point of c(q, p) is separated from p by a(q, p), there is no

separator of M(p) lying in the closure of c(q, p) other than a(q, p) so c(q, p) does

not contain any point of <k(p). Since a(q, p) is the boundary of c(q, p) and is

contained in ^(p), c(q, p) is a component of C\$f(p).   Q.E.D.

In the rest of this section we observe some relations between the components of G

and the elements of C(p).
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Proposition 2.4. Let A be a component of G. If A is contained in an element of

C(p), then A is not a component ofC\i?(p).

Proof. Let A E c(q, p). Since q E c(q, p) and is a limit point of G, A C c(q, p).

Proposition 2.3 implies that A is not a component of C\^(p).

Proposition 2.5. Let A be a component of G. Then A is contained in an element of

C(p) iff there is a separator of web type separating p from A.

Proof. Sufficiency. Let a be a separator of web type separating p from A. Let Z)A

and Dp be the components of C\o containing A and p, respectively. If DA D LW(G)

¥= 0, let q be a point of DA n LW(G). Then either a(q, p) = a or a(q, p) separatesp

from a. Hence A C c(q, p). If Z)A D LW(G) = 0, let W = W(q) be the web sub-

group in Lemma 1.4 having a as a separator. Then q E Dp D LW(G). Since there is

no separator separating q from a, a(q, p) does not separate q from a, so that it

separatesp from A. Hence A C c(q, p).

Conversely, if A C c(q, p), then a(q, p) is a separator of web type separating p

from A.

Corollary 2.6. Let A, and A2 Z?e components of G. //A, ûajJ A2 are not contained

in elements of C( p), then there is no separator of web type separating A, /row A2.

Proof. Assume there is a separator of web type a separating A, from A2. Since/;

does not lie on o, a separates p from either A, or A2. This is impossible by

Proposition 2.5.

3. Nest subgroup N(p). We shall call the stabilizer of ty(p) in G the nest subgroup

of p and denote it by N( p). Our goal of this section is to show that A(N(p)) — ̂ (p).

Lemma 3.1. Let Abe a component of G. //A is not contained in any element ofC(p),

then GA is a subgroup of N(p).

Proof. Proposition 2.5 implies there is no separator of web type separatingp from

A. Hence there is no separator of web type separating g(p) from g(A) = A, g E GA.

Therefore there is no separator of web type separating/? from g(p). Then Proposi-

tion 2.2 implies ^(/>) = V(g(p)). Now, if a E M(p), then g(a) E M(g(p)) C

*(*(/>)) = *(/>)• Thus g(M(p)) E *(/?) so £(*(/>)) C *(/?) for each g E GA.

Hence g(*(/?)) C *(/?) = g(g '(*(/?))) C g(*(/>)) or g(*(/?)) = *(/?), by which

we have GA E N(p).   Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.2. y4 component of G is a component of N(p) iff it is not contained in

any element of C(p).

Proof. Let A be a component of G not contained in any element of C(p). Then

Lemma 3.1 implies that GA is a subgroup of N(p). Therefore 3A = A(GA) C

A(N(p)). Since A is a component of G, A contains no limit point of any subgroup of

G so A D A(N(p)) = 0. Hence A is a component of N(p).

Conversely, let A be a component of both G and N(p). Assume 'that A is

contained  in  an  element  c(q, p)  of  C(p).  Then,   since  q E c(q, p) D A(G),
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A C c(q, /?). On the other hand, since A(N(p)) E ^(p), each component of C\^(/?)

is contained in a component of N(p), so by Proposition 2.3, c(q, p) C A, a

contradiction. Hence A is not contained in any element of C(p).

Proposition 3.3. The component of G on whose boundary a(q, p) lies is a

component of N(p).

Proof. Let A be the component of G such that a(q, p) C 9A. By Corollary 3.2 we

need only show that A is not contained in any element of C(p). We first show that A

lies outside c(q, /?). Let Whe the web subgroup in Lemma 1.4 having o(q, p) as a

separator. Let A* be the component of W containing A. Since a(q, p) E 3A,

3A* = o(q, /?). If A C c(q, p), then c(q, p) = A*. Hence p lies outside A*. Since

p E Ln(G), by Proposition 1.5, p E Q(W). Let A* be the component of W contain-

ing/?. Then A* ¥= A* and 3A* separates/? from a(q, p). Since 3A* is of web type by

Proposition 1.5, a(q, p) £ M(p), a contradiction. Thus A lies outside c(q, p).

Next, assuming c(q', p) ¥= c(q, p), we show that A lies outside c(q', p). If A is

contained in c(q', /?), then 3A is contained in the closure of c(q', /?). Then a(q, p) is

contained in the closure of both c(q, p) and c(q', p). Since c(q, p) and c(q', p) are

disjoint by Proposition 2.3, c(q, p) U c(q', p) U a(q, p) = C. Since/? does not lie in

c(q, /?), c(q', p) or on a(q, /?), this is impossible. Therefore A lies outside c(q', p).

Hence there is no element of C(p) containing A.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.4. c(q, /?) is a component of N(p).

Proof. Let A be the component of G on whose boundary o(q, p) lies. Proposition

3.3 implies that A is a component of N(p). Corollary 3.2 implies that A is not

contained in any element of C(p). Lemma 3.1 implies that dc(q, p) = a(q, p) E 3A

= A(GA) C A(N(p)). By Proposition 2.3, c(q, p) n A(N(p)) E c(q, p) n *(/>) =

0. Hence c(q, p) is a component of N(p).

Theorem 3.5. A(N(p)) = *(/>).

Proof. Proposition 3.4 implies that a(q, p) lies in A(N(p)). Hence M(p) C

A(N(p)) so ^(p) E A(N(p)). The inverse inclusion is clear.   Q.E.D.

4. Linkage of components £(A). In our proof that N(p) is finitely generated,

linkages of components will play a fundamental role. In this section we define

linkages of components and investigate some properties of them.

Let A and A' be distinct components of G. We shall say that A' is linked to A by

separators of nest type if there is a finite set of distinct separators of nest type

(a,}"=1 such that a, = aD(A, A'), an = 3L>(A', A), there is a component of G on

whose boundary a, and a,+, he (if ai > 1), and there is no component of G on whose

boundary a, and aj+2 he (if n > 2), i = 1,2,..., n — 2. We call n the length of the

linkage between A and A'. Clearly the relation that two components are linked by

separators of nest type is an equivalence one. We shall denote by £(A) this

equivalence class of components containing A. Clearly we have the following.

Proposition 4.1. If A' E £(A), then Ê(A') = 6(A).
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Proposition 4.2. // there is a component A of both G and N(p), then £( A) is the set

of all components of N(p) not contained in any element of C(p).

Proof. Corollary 3.2 implies that A is not contained in any element of C(p). Let

A' be an element of £(A). Then A' is linked to A by separators of nest type, hence

there is no separator of web type separating A from A'. Proposition 2.5 implies there

is no separator of web type separating/? from A. Hence there is no separator of web

type separating p from A'. Therefore, by Proposition 2.5, A' is not an element of

C(p). Corollary 3.2 implies that A' is a component of N(p). Thus each element of

£(A) is a component of N(p) not contained in any element of C(p).

Next we show that each component of N(p) not contained in any element of

C(p) is an element of £(A). Let A' be a component of N(p) not contained in any

element of C(p). Then Corollary 3.2 implies that A' is a component of G. Corollary

2.6 implies that there is no separator of web type separating A from A'. Proposition

1.2 implies that there are only a finite number of separators of nest type separating A

from A', hence A' is linked to A by them. Therefore A' G £(A).   Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.3. There is a component A of G such that the set of all components of

N(p) is the disjoint union oft(A) and C(p).

Proof. Proposition 3.4 implies that each element of C(p) is a component of

N(p). Proposition 3.3 implies that there exists a component of both G and N(p).

Let A be such a component. Then Proposition 4.2 implies that £(A) is the set of all

components of N(p) which are not elements of C(p).   Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.4. Let A be as in Theorem 4.3. Then for each c(q, p) there is an

element A' oft(A) such that c(q, p) is a component of GA..

Proof. Let A' be the component in Proposition 3.3 such that A' is a component of

both N(p) and G and a(q, p) C 3A'. Corollary 3.2 and Theorem4.3 imply A' G £(A).

By Theorem 4.3, A' n c(q, p) = 0. Hence ac(q, p) n 3A' = a(q, /?). Since A(GA,)

= 3A', c(q, p) is a component of GA-.

Lemma 4.5. Let g be an element of G. If there is a component A of N(p) such that

g(A) is a component of N(p), then g E N(p).

Proof. We first show that we may assume A is a component of G so both A and

g(A) belong to £(A). If A is not a component of G, then there is an element c(q, p)

of C(p) such that A = c(q, /?). Then Corollary 4.4 implies that there is a component

A' of £(A") with 3A n 3A' = a(q, /?), where A" is the component in Theorem 4.3.

Since g(A) is a component of N(p) but not of G, by Theorem 4.3 g(A) is an element

of C(p) so g(A) = c(q', p) for some q' E LW(G). Since g(A') is a component of G,

and since 3g(A') = g(3A') D g(a(q, p)) = a(q', p), Proposition 3.3 implies that

g(A') is a component of N(p). Clearly A' is a component of N(p). Therefore,

replacing A by A', we may assume that A is a component of G so both A and g(A)

belong to £(A).

Let A' be an element of £(A) and let (a,}"=, be the linkage of separators of nest

type from A to A'. Then {g( »,)}"=, is the linkage of the separators of nest type from
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g(A) to g(A'). Hence g(A') G £(g(A)) = £(A) so g(£(A)) C £(A). Since both g(A)

and g^'(g(A)) belong to £(A), we have, similarly, g~'(£(A)) C £(A). Therefore,

g(£(A)) = £(A). Now, thinking of £(A) as a point set, g(£(A)\£(A))

= £(A)\£(A). Since £(A) is an invariant set of N(p), A(N(p)) c£(A) so

A(N(p)) Et(A)\tt(N(p)) E A(N(p)) or A(N(p)) =£(A)\Q(N(p)). Since £(A)

n C(/?)= 0, A(/V(/?))=£(A)\£(A). Hence by Theorem 3.5,

g( *(/>)) = g(A(N(p))) = g(£(Ä)\£(A)) = £(Ä)\£(A) = A(N(p)) = *(/?)

sogEN(p).   Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.6. The equivalence of components o/£(A) in G is identical with the

equivalence in N(p), where A is in Theorem 4.3.

Proof. Let A, and A2 be elements of £(A). If g(A,) = A2 with g G G, then

g(A|) = A2 G £(A) = £(A,). Lemma 4.5 implies that g G N(p). Clearly the equiva-

lence of A, and A2 in N(p) implies their equivalence in G.    Q.E.D.

Though the next lemma is used in §6, it seems appropriate to prove it here.

Lemma 4.7. Let g be a loxodromic element of G with fixed points £, and £2 c?ai Ln(G).

Then g E NUX) = N(t2).

Proof. If there is a separator of web type a separating |, from £2, then the

sequence of separators of web type {g"(o)}™=x converges to either £, or £2, say £,.

Then £, G Lg(G) so ¿, £ Ln(G). Hence there is no separator of web type separating

£, from £2. Then Proposition 2.2 implies that *(£,) = *(£2) so #(£,) = N(£2).

Next we show g G N(£x). Let A be a component of both G and N(£x). By Lemma

4.5 we need only show that g(A) is a component of N(£x). By Theorem 4.3 it suffices

to show that g(A) G £(A). If g(A) £ £(A), then there is an element c(q, ¿,) of

C(£,) such that g(A) C c(q, £,). Since a(q, £,) separates £, from g(A), g~x(a(q, £,))

separates £, from A. Proposition 2.5 implies that A is contained in an element of

C(£,). This contradicts Corollary 3.2. Hence g(A) G £(A).    Q.E.D.

5. N(p) is a nest group. The purpose of this section is to show that N(p) is a nest

group, in particular that it is finitely generated.

Proposition 5.1. There are only a finite number of inequivalent components of

N(p).

Proof. The Ahlfors finiteness theorem tells us there is only a finite number of

G-inequivalent components of G. By Corollary 4.6 there is only a finite number of

A/(/?)-inequivalent elements in £(A). Corollary 4.4 implies that each element of

C(p) is a component of some component subgroup GA-, A' G £(A). Since there is

only a finite number of GA.-inequivalent components of GA-, and GA- is a subgroup of

N(p) by Lemma 3.1, there is only a finite number of N(p)-inequivalent components

of GA.. Since there is only a finite number of 7V(/>)-inequivalent elements in £(A),

there is only a finite number of nonconjugate GA, in N(p). Therefore there is only a

finite number of iV(/A)-inequivalent elements in C(p). By Theorem 4.3 we have

Proposition 5.1.    Q.E.D.
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For each positive integer i we denote by £,(A) the subset of £(A) consisting of all

elements whose lengths of linkage from A are at most i. Let N((A) he the subgroup of

N(p) generated by all component subgroups GA-, A' G £,(A).

Lemma 5.2.  There is a finite subset {A,,...,A,,}  of £,(A) such that N¡(A) =

(GA,...,GA  ) and each element of £,(A) is N¡(A)-equivalent to some element of

{A,,...,A„ }. In particular, N¡(A) is finitely generated (i = 1,2,...).

Proof. Since there is only a finite number of GA-inequivalent separators on 3A,

there is only a finite number of GA-inequivalent elements in £,(A). Let them be

{A,,...,A„j with A, = A. Then/V,(A) = <GA|,...,GA > and each element of £,( A)

is Af,(A)-equivalent to some element of {A,,...,A„ }. Hence the lemma is true for

f=l. Assuming the lemma is true for i, we show it is true for i + I. Let A' be an

element of £I+,(A)\£,(A). Then there is an element A" of £,(A) whose length of the

linkage to A' is 1. Since A" isN¡(A)-equivalent to some component A • of {A,,..., A„ },

there is an element g of N¡(A) such that A" = g(Ay). Then each element of £,(A") is

a g-image of an element of £,(A-) so that NX(A") = g/Y,(A.)g_1. Hence

GA, C NX(A") E (g, g-'A,(A")g) C (a,(A), A,(A,.))

e{Ni(A),Nx(Ax),...,Nx(AJ)

so

N,+ x(A)e{n¡(A),Nx(Ax),...,Nx(AJ).

In order to show the inverse inclusion, let {Af,... ,A* } be a subset of £,(A ■) such

that A',(A7) = (GA.,...,GA^> 0=1,2,...,«,). Since'A* G £(A) (* = 1.mj)

and the length of the linkage from A to A*k is at most i + 1, A*k E £/+,(A). Hence

GA.CiV/+,(A) so /V,(A,)C/V,+ ,(A) 0=1,...,«,). Since N,(A) E Ni+X(A), we

have the inverse inclusion so

Ni+x(A)={N,(A),Nx(Ax),...,Nx(Aj).

By our induction hypothesis Nj+X(A) is finitely generated so there is a finite subset

(A,,...,An } of £,+,(A) having the desired properties. Hence the lemma is true for

/ + 1.   Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.2 implies that each element of £,(A) is N¡(A)-equivalent to an element

of {A,,...,A„} C £,(A). Then each element of £,(A) is Af^-equivalent to an

element of a subset of {A,,...,A„}. Hence, adding a finite number of elements of

N(p) to a finite set of generators of A,(A), we obtain a group N*(A) with the

following properties.

(a) N*(A) is a finitely generated subgroup of N(p), and

(b) if two elements of £,(A) are jV(/?)-equivalent, then they are A',*(A)-equivalent.

Let / be the number of inequivalent components of N(p). Then Proposition 5.1

implies that I < oo.

Lemma 5.3. N?(A) = N(p).
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Proof. Writing N(p) — 2gjGA, we need only show that g- G Ar/*(A). We note by

Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 3.2 that gy(A) G £(A). Let {am}"m=x he the linkage of

separators of nest type from A to g7(A). If n< I, then g-(A) G £,(A). Then (b)

implies that A and gj(A) are Nf( A )-equivalent, therefore g. G (GA, #,*( A)> = JV7*( A).

Hence we assume that n> I. As an induction hypothesis we let g G N?( A )

whenever the length of the linkage from A to g,(A) is shorter than ai. Let

{A,,...,A„_,} be the subset of £(A) such that am = 3Am_, n 3Am (m = 1,...,«),

where A0 = A and A„ = g^(A). Consider the finite sequence {A, Ax,.. .,A,}, where

{A,,...,A7} are the first /-terms of {A,,. ..,An_,}. Then {A, A,,.. .,A,} is a

sequence of length / + 1 and consists of the elements of £7(A). Hence it contains

two /V7*(A)-equivalent components, say Ak and A,, 0 «£ k < I < I. Let g be an

element of Nf(A) such that g(A,) = Ak and g(al+x) =£ ak. The last condition is

satisfied if we multiply an element of GAj by g. Then {a,,... ,ok, g(a/+,),... ,g(on)}

is the linkage of separators of nest type from A to g(g-(A)) with length shorter than

ai. By our induction hypothesis, ggj G Nf(A) so gy G Nf(A).    Q.E.D.

Theorem 5.4. N(p) is a nest group with p as a residual limit point.

Proof. Lemma 5.3 and (a) imply that N(p) is finitely generated. We show that

each separator of N(p) is of nest type. Assume there is a separator a of web type.

Let A' be the component of N(p) such that a E 3A'. If A' G C(p), then A' = c(q, p)

for some q E LW(G). Then a = a(q, p). By Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 and Theorem

4.3, a(q, p) is a separator of nest type of N(p). This contradicts that a is of web

type. Hence A' £ C(p) so A'G £(A). Let D he the component of C\a not

containing A' and let A* be a component of N( p) contained in D. By Proposition 3.3

and Theorem 4.3 we may assume that A* G £(A). Then, since A' lies outside D, the

linkage of separators from A' to A* must contain a. Hence there is an element A" of

£(A) such that a = 3A' n 3A". This contradicts that a is of web type. Therefore we

have shown that each separator of N( p ) is of nest type. Now, in view of Proposition

1.3, to complete the proof of the theorem we need only show that/) is a residual limit

point of N(p). Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 3.5 imply that/? G A(N(p)). If there is

a component A of N(p) such that/? G 3A, then A is not a component of G because

we have chosen p as a residual limit point of G. Theorem 4.3 implies that A is an

element of C(p) so A has the form c(q, /?). Then 3A = dc(q, /?) = a(q, p). Since

a(q, p) is a separator of G, p $. a(q, p) = 3A, a contradiction. Hence there is no

component of N(p) on whose boundary/) lies so/? is a residual limit point of N(p).

Q.E.D.

6. Minimal sets of generators. A set of generators of a finitely generated group is

called a minimal set of generators if the number of its elements is minimum in the

set of all the sets of generators. In [6] the following is shown.

Theorem 6.1 [6]. Let G be a finitely generated Kleinian group with A0(G) ¥= 0. If

LX(G) ¥= 0, then there is a minimal set of generators Sx of G such that each element of

Sx is loxodromic and has the fixed points on LX(G).

Under our new classification of the residual limit points we refine Theorem 6.1 as

follows.
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Theorem 6.2. Let G be a finitely generated Kleinian group with A0(G) J= 0 .IfG is

neither a web group nor a nest group, then there is a minimal set of generators Sg of G

such that each element of Sg is loxodromic and has fixed points on Lg(G).

Proof. Since G is not a web group, by Proposition 1.3 G satisfies the assumption

of Theorem 6.1. Let 5, = (y,,... ,y„} be a minimal set of generators in Theorem 6.1.

We shall first change 5, into a minimal set of generators S* having the additional

property that S* contains an element whose fixed points lie on Lg(G). In order to do

this we assume that the fixed points £, and £,' of y, lie on Ln(G) (i = 1,... ,n). Since

G is not a nest group, by Lemma 4.7 there are numbers / andj, 1 <i <j < n, such

that N(£j) ¥= N(£j). Then Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 3.5 imply that there is a

separator of web type a separating £, from £y-. Denote by D¡ and D- the components

of C\o containing £, and £-, respectively. Then by Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 4.7

£,' G D, and ¿j G Z>.. Since Dj does not contain the fixed points of yy, and 3D, = a is

a separator, yj(D¡) n Dt■— 0. Let m he a large integer such that both isometric

circles of y,m and y/m lie in £>,. Then yy/" maps the exterior of the isometric circle of

y,m to the interior of the y^-image of the isometric circle of y~m. Since the y^-image of

the isometric circle of y~m lies outside D¡, yy/" is a loxodromic element whose

repelling and attractive fixed points lie in D¡ and Dj, respectively. Hence the fixed

points of y y/" are separated by a so they lie on Lg(G). Replacing yy by y.y/", we

have Sx*.

Next we shall change S* into Sg. Let Sf = {yj*,... ,y*} and let y,* be the element

having fixed points on Lg(G). Assuming y* has fixed points on Ln(G), we change it

by one having fixed points on Lg(G) as follows. Let/? and q he the repelling and the

attractive fixed points of yj*, respectively, and let a be a separator of web type

separating /? from q. Denote by Dp and Dq the components of C\o containing /? and

q, respectively. We choose a positive integer m so large that y*(y*)m(Dq) n yx~m(Dp)

= 0. This is possible because y*(p) ¥= q. Then y,*(y,*)2m is loxodromic with the

repelling and the attractive fixed points in (y*ym(Dp) and y*(y*)m(Dq), respec-

tively. Since (y*)~m(o) = d(yx*ym(Dp) is a separator of web type separating the

fixed points of y*(y*)2m, the fixed points of y*(y,*)2m lie on Lg(G). We replace y*

by y*(y*)2m. Making a finite number of these operations, we reach Sg.   Q.E.D.
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